A Letter from our Program Director
Greetings to all our fellowship Alumni and friends,
As summer winds down, I can’t help but reflect on what a
productive year our Fellowship has had; a successful and
informative CLER visit from the ACGME, saying goodbye and
welcoming two new fellows, a successful 2019-2020 Match,
and planning for our first Faculty Development Seminar in
October.
The new fellows, Dr. Chris Carver and Dr. Steve Pancio, and I
went to the 3rd annual AOSSM Fellows Orientation Course at
the new Orthopedic Learning Center (OLC) in Rosemont, IL. I
participated as a faculty
member in the surgical skills
lab. It was an intensive
two-day
course
with
emphasis on Side Line
Emergencies for team sports,
evaluation and treatment of
common orthopedic injuries
and Surgical Labs for
shoulders, elbows, and knees.
There was also a session on
what to expect in contract
negotiations, choosing a job,
and starting a practice. It was
a worthwhile two-day course.
AOSSM Fellows Orientation
A new ACGME requirement is
that we provide for faculty development. We are teaming up
with the UNR School of Medicine with the help of the Dean
and Associate Dean of Medicine to provide a unique seminar
to promote faculty development in our fellowship faculty, as
well as the Barton medical staff. Our theme is ‘Making
Education a Priority.’ I am looking forward to a very
productive half-day course on October 6.

I would be remiss in not
acknowledging the opening
of the beautiful and awesome
Robert Maloff Center for
Orthopedics and Wellness.
This amazing facilty is home
for an Orthopedic and
Wellness
Clinic,
Barton
Physical Therapy, including
the Paul Fry, M.D. Memorial
Therapy Pool, as well as U.S. Ski
Keith R. Swanson, MD
Team and Altis training
facilities.
Our
weekly
Fellowship Conferences are now held in meeting rooms in
the facility. A more in-depth article is also in this edition.

Keith Swanson, MD

Also, thanks to Dr. Jonathan Hagen and Dr. Andrew Odland
for their very successful fellowship year. We will miss them
both, but probably will see Jonathan, who is going into
practice in Truckee, CA, more frequently than Andrew who
will be practicing in Clarion, IA. But I hope you know we
always welcome all of our alumni back anytime.

Kyle Swanson, MD

Thank you for your continued support and hope this Fall
season brings a continued spirit of learning and discovery
for you too. I also urge you to become a member of AOSSM
since I think you will find it beneficial to your career in
Orthopedic Sports Medicine.
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Steve Pancio (Sports
Medicine Fellow) recently
traveled with the US Ski
team to Ohau, New
Zealand. Working with the
men's alpine development
team, Steve provided
medical coverage to the
athletes as they trained for
the upcoming alpine ski
Steve (bottom left) with the US Ski Alpine Development Team.
D team members Iasiah Nelson (front 3rd from left), Ben Ritchie
season. He says
(front 6th from left), and Andrew Miller (back row 2nd from right).
"My time with the US Ski
Head coach Sasha Rearick (back row 4th from right)
team was a phenomenal
experience. Providing medical care and
getting to know the athletes/coaches as
they train to become Olympic champions
someday is something I took great pride
in. It was truly an experience that I will
never forget"

Above: US Ski Team members
getting ready for slalom
training. (left to right
Ben Ritchie, Gyle Bridger
Isaiah Nelson, Andrew
Miller)
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We are actively seeking funds to build
our research capabilities.
Please consider a donation to fund
our abilities. Thank you!

New Fellow, Steve Pancio, covers
the U.S. Ski Team in New Zealand
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If you would like to designate your donation to be
used for a specific purpose, i.e. research, to attend a
conference, etc., please let us know.

Fall 2018

Research Coordinator

Best wishes,

Support the Fellowship
Your tax-deductible donation will help us
continue to grow...
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Fellowship Accomplishments ... Dr. Cecilia Pascual-Garrido
Dr. Cecilia Pascual-Garrido (2010-2011) recently received the
AAOS 2018 Scientific Exhibit Award of Excellence for
“Contemporary Approach to Pre-Arthritis Hip Disease.” She is
currently an Associate Professor: Hip Preservation and Adult

Reconstruction at Washington University in St. Louis, Mo. She has
more than 85 peer-reviewed papers and relocated from the
University of Colorado as an Associate Professor in Hip
Preservation in 2016.

Welcome New Fellows ... Chris Carver and Steve Pancio
David “Chris” Carver, MD ~ “I am
fortunate to be able to continue my
orthopedic sports medicine training in
Lake Tahoe! I was initially drawn to this
program because of the variety of
surgical cases performed - not only do
they cover the full spectrum of sports
medicine, they also do a wide range of
arthroplasty (hip, knees, and shoulders)
and trauma cases. The operative
experience is high volume, hands on,
and fellow-oriented. The attendings here
are easily approachable, highly
Dr Carver (left), Dr Pancio (right)
respected within the community, and skilled on the most modern
treatment protocols. At Lake Tahoe there are also unique
opportunities for team coverage not offered elsewhere, such as
covering the US Ski Team. As outdoor enthusiasts, my wife and I
can’t imagine a better place to live with seemingly endless
activities literally steps from our front door!”

Steven Pancio, MD ~ “The moment that I matched here in Lake
Tahoe I knew that it was going to be the best year of my life. The
clinical experience and the camaraderie/friendship that the
fellows develop with the staff first attracted me to the program.
My mentors here truly care about not only my education but also
about getting to know me as a person; I could not imagine a more
enjoyable environment to continue my orthopedic training.
Clinically, this program offers comprehensive community-based
orthopaedic sports medicine, arthroplasty, and trauma care; there
are truly no deficiencies. This model allows you to customize your
education to develop skills/knowledge tailored to your future
practice. Team coverage including local colleges/high schools in
addition to traveling with the US Ski Team are also some of the
highlights during the year. Finally, living in Lake Tahoe is truly the
icing on the cake. It was an easy decision to rank this program #1.
My wife and I are looking forward to an unforgettable year.”

UNR Surgical Training Lab ... University of Nevada - Reno
In collaboration with University of Reno, School of Medicine, Dr.
Kyle Swanson, Dr. Dan Robertson and Dr. Keith Swanson, along
with our fellows, Andrew Odland and Jonathan Hagen were able
to use their surgical training lab.

New $15 Million Barton Center for
Orthopedics & Wellness Innovates
Regional Health Care
A dream to improve health and well-being of others is now
a reality at the Robert Maloff Center, located on the Barton
Health medical campus. The 26,000 square foot
state-of-the-art medical facility houses the Barton Center
for Othopedics & Wellness, which breaks the mold of
regional health care by combining orthopedics, rehabilitation, performance-based training programs and overall
wellness therapies. This new model of care addresses the
entire patient, not just illness or injury.
Made possible by a $10 million donation from the “Angel of
Tahoe” Lisa Maloff, the Barton Center for Orthopedics &
Wellness inside the Robert Maloff Center focuses on coordinated care, integrated treatments and education; a philosophy known as the continuum of care. Here, the patient’s
journey is guided by care navigators, tapping any or all of
the services offered by health care providers and certified
practitioners at the Center.
Designed to improve the health of the community, the
Center combines traditional orthopedic medical care with

Anatomical Biceps Tenodesis Lab Group: Dan Robertson,
far left, Andrew Odland, middle, Dr. Kyle Swanson in front,
and Jonathan Hagen, right.

Saying Goodbye ... Andrew Odland & Jonathan Hagen

“We honor Dr. Swanson as our Doctor of the Year, and the
incredible contributions he’s made to the community as an
orthopedic surgeon and practitioner of nearly 40 years,” said
Dr. Clint Purvance, CEO at Barton Health.

We bid Andrew and Jonathan a fond farewell on July 31st.
Andrew is returning to his hometown and will be with Iowa
Specialty Hospital in Clarion, Iowa.
Jonathan will stay close and will be part of Tahoe Forest Hospital
in Truckee, California. We wish them good luck in their new
practice.
Dr. Andrew Odland

integrative medicine and wellness treatments such as
acupuncture, mindfulness classes, nutrition counseling, as
well as personalized rehabilitation and sports performance. This proactive approach not only gets the patient
moving again, but back to their active lifestyle - whether
competing in Olympic trials or day hiking with grandchildren.
Barton has a deep history with providing orthopedic care
for Olympians, going back to the 1960s with Dr. Paul Fry
launching the first orthopedic treatment practice after the
Winter Games at Squaw Valley. The Fry family donated $1
million for the installation of hot, cold, and SwimEx performance and fitness pools at the Barton Center for Orthopedics & Wellness to carry on his legacy.
Barton Performance by ALTIS facilitates training programs
that focus on helping community members of all abilities
eat well, train well, and restore well for whole-body health,
optimal performance and injury-reduction. Group classes
are offered daily with supervised training. Different from a
gym or health club, Barton Peformance integrates medical
involvement with Barton Health’s high-level orthopedics
and rehabilitation programs as needed, to help patients
get back to enjoying their Lake Tahoe lifestyle.

Doctor of the Year: Keith Swanson
The votes have been counted and Dr.
Keith Swanson has been named
Barton Health’s Doctor of the Year.
Each year, hundreds of Barton team
members cast their vote to nominate
a favorite physician in honor of
National Doctor’s Day, and the 2018
winner was announced at Barton’s
Doctor’s Day Celebration on March
29th.
Dr. Keith Swanson

Medical students Michael Lee, Katelyn Fellows and Gabriela
Doyle helped our attendings and fellows during an educational
Anatomical Bicep Tenodosis lab.

Dr. Jonathan Hagen

The Robert Maloff Center

Dr. Keith Swanson has practiced orthopedic surgery in Lake
Tahoe and the Carson Valley since 1979. He is a founding
member of the Tahoe Sports Medicine Fellowship, which
continues to train orthopedic surgeons in sports medicine
techniques. He currently serves as the Designated
Institutional Officiate of the fellowship. His passion for

teaching lead him to launching and directing the
Graduate Medical Education Department for Barton
Health.
Dr. Keith Swanson is board certified by the American
Board of Orthopaedic Surgery with a sub-specialty
certification in sports medicine. He
is an active member of the
American Orthopedic Society of
Sports Medicine and a fellow of the
American Academy of Orthopaedic
Surgeons. He is also a fellow of the
American College of Surgeons and a
Clinical Associate Professor at the
University of Nevada School of
Medicine. Dr. Swanson specializes in
sports
injuries
and
joint
replacement surgery.

Dr. Keith Swanson
with Dr. Clint Purvance, CEO

